The bacterial Sox (sulfur oxidation) pathway is an important route for the oxidation of inorganic sulfur compounds. Intermediates in the Sox pathway are covalently attached to the heterodimeric carrier protein SoxYZ through conjugation to a cysteine on a protein swinging arm. We have investigated how the carrier protein shuttles intermediates between the enzymes of the Sox pathway using the interaction between SoxYZ and the enzyme SoxB as our model. The carrier protein and enzyme interact only weakly, but we have trapped their complex by using a "suicide enzyme" strategy in which an engineered cysteine in the SoxB active site forms a disulfide bond with the incoming carrier arm cysteine. The structure of this trapped complex, together with calorimetric data, identifies sites of protein-protein interaction both at the entrance to the enzyme active site tunnel and at a second, distal, site. We find that the enzyme distinguishes between the substrate and product forms of the carrier protein through differences in their interaction kinetics and deduce that this behavior arises from substrate-specific stabilization of a conformational change in the enzyme active site. Our analysis also suggests how the carrier arm-bound substrate group is able to outcompete the adjacent C-terminal carboxylate of the carrier arm for binding to the active site metal ions. We infer that similar principles underlie carrier protein interactions with other enzymes of the Sox pathway.
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swinging arm | thiosulfate oxidation | Sox system I ntermediates in some metabolic pathways are covalently attached to a carrier protein to enhance their solubility or control their reactivity. Such intermediates are normally conjugated to a long flexible protein or cofactor arm on the carrier protein, allowing the intermediate to be introduced into the buried active sites of the pathway enzymes (1) . In some cases, the carrier protein and partner enzymes form a permanent complex and may even be domains of a single polypeptide. Well-known examples include type I fatty acid synthases (2) , nonribosomal peptide synthetases (3), biotin carboxylases (4) , and the mitochondrial α-keto acid dehydrogenases (1) . In other cases, the carrier protein and its partner enzymes are separate entities that form transient complexes to effect catalysis. Examples include the acyl carrier proteins interacting with enzymes involved in type II fatty acid synthesis and polyketide synthesis (5, 6) . In reality, these two types of carrier protein pathways are mechanistically similar because the carrier protein domain in the permanent complexes is normally itself flexibly tethered to the rest of the complex, allowing significant freedom of movement between partner enzyme domains (1, 2) .
An intriguing example of a carrier protein-dependent metabolic process is the Sox (sulfur oxidation) pathway located in the periplasmic compartment of many sulfur-oxidizing bacteria. This pathway oxidizes thiosulfate to produce electrons for use in respiratory energy generation or carbon fixation (7) . Intermediates in the Sox pathway are covalently bound to the heterodimeric carrier protein SoxYZ (8, 9) . The C-terminal peptide of SoxY forms a swinging arm bearing a Cys residue to which the pathway intermediates are conjugated (8, 9) . Adjacent to this carrier arm is a conserved apolar pocket that is proposed to accommodate and protect labile intermediates (9) . The current model for the Sox pathway postulates that thiosulfate is disulfide-linked to the SoxYZ carrier arm Cys residue before being catabolized in a series of oxidative and hydrolytic steps catalyzed by different enzymes (Fig. 1) . Thus, SoxYZ carries a range of chemical species and must interact with multiple partner enzymes. Structures of the SoxYZ partner enzymes show that their active site access channels are wide enough to permit carrier arm-bound substrates to reach the catalytic groups (15) (16) (17) . The proteins of the Sox pathway do not copurify with each other from cell extracts. However, the independently purified components can be mixed together to reconstitute Sox activity in vitro (18) . These observations suggest that the interactions between the carrier protein and its enzymatic partners are weak and transient. Indeed, specific protein-protein interactions between SoxYZ and partner enzymes have yet to be experimentally demonstrated. A long, highly conserved, and flexible surface loop found immediately adjacent to the carrier arm on SoxYZ, termed the "Z-loop," has been proposed to mediate SoxYZ interactions by packing on to partners of different structures (9) .
A carrier protein, such as SoxYZ, forms part of the substrate of its enzyme partners. Thus, an understanding of catalysis in such systems requires an understanding of the protein-protein interactions made by the carrier protein. These interactions are distinct from normal enzyme-substrate interactions in two respects. First, the substrate and product of an enzyme, and the other pathway intermediates, are all conjugated to the same carrier protein. Thus, any interactions the carrier protein makes
Significance
Certain metabolic pathways use a carrier protein to shuttle covalently attached intermediates between the active sites of enzymes. However, the details of the carrier protein-partner interactions have only been elucidated in a few cases. We have used biophysical methods and crystallography to obtain a molecular-level description of the interactions between a carrier protein and an enzyme involved in bacterial sulfur oxidation. Characterization of the contact sites between the two proteins suggests a basis for the promiscuous, but specific, binding interactions of the carrier protein. We also infer that the enzyme discriminates between the substrate-and productbound forms of the carrier protein based on different interaction kinetics and link this behavior to a structural change at the enzyme active site.
with the enzyme that promote complex formation might correspondingly be expected to retard product release after catalysis. How this tension is resolved is not well understood in any carrier protein system. Second, the carrier protein must be able to make specific interactions with multiple, and usually structurally distinct, partners. This requirement raises the question as to whether these promiscuous interactions are mediated by the same or different determinants on the carrier protein surface.
In this study, we have used the interaction between the carrier protein SoxYZ and the Sox pathway enzyme SoxB as a model both for how the central component of the Sox pathway interacts with partners and as a test case for exploring carrier protein-partner interactions in general. To stabilize the SoxB-SoxYZ complex for crystallization, we developed a strategy in which the SoxY carrier arm was cross-linked to the SoxB active site. Combining structural and biophysical analysis, we elucidate the molecular basis of the interaction between the carrier protein and its partner.
Results
Protein-Protein Interactions Between SoxB and SoxYZ. In this study, we have investigated carrier protein interactions in the Sox pathway by using the SoxYZ and SoxB proteins from Thermus thermophilus as our model carrier protein-partner pair. SoxB is an enzyme that is inferred to catalyze the hydrolytic cleavage of thiosulfonate groups (-S-SO 3 − ) conjugated to the SoxY carrier arm ( Fig. 1 and Reaction 1) (Fig. 2) .
SoxY-S-S-SO
The observed trithionate hydrolase activity followed MichaelisMenten kinetics with a K M of 2.20 ± 0.15 mM (95% confidence limit, n = 3), and a k cat of 2 ± 0.1 s −1 (SEM). SoxB contains a pair of Mn(II) ions at the active site to which the sulfone group (-SO 3 − ) of the nonhydrolyzable substrate analog thiosulfate (
) is seen to bind in a cocrystal (16, 19) . The trithionate hydrolase activity of SoxB decreased in the presence of the metal chelator EDTA, but was increased when the assay mix was supplemented with Mn 2+ ions, consistent with catalysis by the active site metal ions. The previously reported SoxB-thiosulfate cocrystal structure suggests that active site residue Arg416 is involved in substrate binding and transition-state stabilization (16) . In agreement with this hypothesis, we found that an Arg416Gly variant had undetectable trithionate hydrolase activity (Table 1) .
We investigated whether the T. thermophilus SoxYZ has specific binding interactions with SoxB. In these experiments, we used a SoxYZ variant in which the carrier arm Cys residue had been substituted with a Ser (SoxY C151S Z). This variant allowed us to assess the protein-protein interactions between SoxB and SoxYZ independent of the contribution from the substrate-binding residue. Complex formation between SoxB and SoxY C151S Z was observed at room temperature by both native PAGE (Fig. 3A) and size-exclusion chromatography in-line with multiangle laser light scattering (SEC-MALLS) (Fig. 3B) . The absolute molecular mass of the complex determined by MALLS was concentration-dependent such that even at the highest protein concentration tested (40 μM of each protein loaded on the column), the measured mass of 68 kDa was lower than the 90 kDa mass calculated for a 1:1 SoxB:SoxYZ complex. This behavior indicates that the complex is unstable and partially dissociates during chromatography.
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was used to quantify the interaction between SoxB and SoxY C151S Z. The binding isotherm was well fit by a simple 1:1 association model with a K D of 3 μM (Fig. 4A ). This figure is consistent with the low micromolar K M for the SoxYZ protein reported for a reconstituted Sox system (11) . We took advantage of the inability of the isolated SoxB component to turn over its substrate to determine the contribution the SoxYZ-bound substrate group makes to the interaction between SoxB and SoxYZ. To this end, the ITC experiment was repeated using the S-thiosulfonate derivative of SoxYZ (SoxY(SSO 3 − )Z) (Fig. 4B) . Addition of the thiosulfonate group made no significant difference to the affinity of SoxB for SoxYZ (compare Fig. 4 A and B) . However, there was a large difference in the ΔH of the interaction, changing from exothermic (−3 kcal/mol) for SoxY C151S Z to endothermic for SoxY(SSO 3 − )Z (+10 kcal/mol). Calculation shows that this enthalpy change was balanced by a change in TΔS from −5.2 kcal/mol to −17.4 kcal/mol. These observations suggest that conjugation of substrate to SoxYZ alters some aspect of the mechanism of interaction with SoxB.
To further probe the influence that the group bound to the carrier arm of SoxYZ has on interactions with SoxB, we repeated the ITC analysis with SoxYZ conjugated either to an S-carboxymethyl group (SoxY(Ac)Z) or to its amide derivative . A small c-type cytochrome acts as the direct electron acceptor from the Sox enzymes. In some sulfur-oxidizing bacteria, the Sox pathway is cyclical and thiosulfate is completely oxidized to sulfate (solid arrows). Other sulfur-oxidizing bacteria lack the SoxCD enzyme, and the sulfane intermediate is used to produce polymeric sulfur species in the form of sulfur globules, which are subsequently oxidized to sulfate by a cytoplasmic pathway (dotted arrow) (10) . Sulfane transfer between SoxYZ and the sulfur globules is likely mediated by the rhodanese-like protein SoxL (11) . As well as partnering the canonical Sox enzymes, SoxYZ probably also interacts with SoxEF/FccAB (12), a flavocytochrome c with a poorly defined function in the Sox mechanism (13) . Additionally, SoxYZ has been implicated in sulfite oxidation in A. vinosum where it is suggested sulfite is carried as a SoxY-cysteine-S-sulfinate derivative, which then interacts with unidentified partners (14) .
(SoxY(Am)Z). The carboxymethyl group (-CH 2 -CO 2 − ) has physicochemical similarity to S-thiosulfonate. However, amidating this species produces a functional group (-CH 2 -CONH 2 ) that, like SoxY C151S Z, would be unable to provide the bidentate ligation of the active site manganese ions exhibited by the substrate analog thiosulfate (16) . SoxY(Ac)Z exhibits an endothermic enthalpy change on interaction with SoxB that is identical to that measured for SoxY(SSO 3 − )Z (Fig. 4 B and C), whereas SoxY(Am)Z shows an exothermic enthalpy change that is close to that observed with SoxY C151S Z (Fig. 4 A and D) . Thus, there is an apparent correlation between the thermodynamic characteristics of the SoxB-SoxYZ interaction and the potential of the SoxY-conjugated group to act as a bidendate ligand to the dimanganese center.
We used surface plasmon resonance (SPR) to compare the interaction kinetics of SoxB with the substrate and product forms of SoxYZ. Equilibrium SPR experiments measured dissociation constants of 2.4 μM for the SoxB-SoxY(SSO 3 − )Z substrate complex and 2.7 μM for the SoxB-SoxY C151S Z product complex (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). These dissociation constants are close to the values of 5 μM and 3 μM determined for the same complexes by ITC (Table 1) showing that the SPR technique reproduces the binding interactions seen in solution. Binding of the product analog SoxY C151S Z to SoxB was extremely rapid, with association and dissociation complete within 0.5 s at all concentrations (Fig. 4E ). By contrast, the kinetics of both association and dissociation between SoxB and the putative substrate, SoxY(SSO 3 − ) Z were markedly slower with association and dissociation now occurring over 10 s (Fig. 4F ). The dissociation kinetics for this complex showed a small burst phase (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). Although this burst phase may indicate a two-step dissociation mechanism, it more likely corresponds to the rapid dissociation of a small subpopulation of underivatized SoxYZ molecules. For both types of SoxB-SoxYZ complexes, the association and dissociation phases were too fast to allow reliable extraction of kinetic parameters using standard multiple parameter fitting methods. However, the dissociation phase kinetics could be fitted by using simple exponential decay models, giving an apparent rate constant of 5.7 ± 0.8 s (thiosulfate) measured for the reconstituted Sox system of P. pantotrophus (21) .
Preparation of a Disulfide-Linked SoxB-SoxYZ Complex. To identify the specific molecular contacts involved in the interaction between SoxYZ and SoxB, a structure of the SoxB-SoxYZ complex was required. Crystallization trials with the purified complex were unsuccessful, most likely due to the relatively low affinity of the interaction between the components. To overcome this problem, we developed a strategy to covalently link the two proteins through formation of a disulfide bond between the Cys Table 1 . Thermodynamics of the SoxB-SoxYZ interaction K D (μM) and ΔH (kcal/mol) measured for interaction with: of the SoxY carrier arm and a Cys residue engineered into the SoxB active site. The rationale behind this approach was that a covalent linkage at the active site would prevent dissociation of the complex but would not interfere with protein-protein interactions outside the active site because the two proteins would be tethered together through the highly flexible SoxY carrier arm.
We targeted SoxB active site residue Trp175 for Cys substitution. Trp175 stabilizes the sulfane group of the substrate analog thiosulfate in the previously determined SoxB-thiosulfate complex structure (16) and so was inferred to be close to the carrier arm Cys sulfur atom in the native SoxB-SoxYZ complex. To provide a leaving group in the disulfide bond-forming reaction, we used the S-thiosulfonate derivative of the partner SoxYZ protein (Reaction 3).
Incubation of the SoxB Trp175Cys variant at 70°C with the S-thiosulfonate derivative of SoxYZ resulted in a high yield of disulfide-linked SoxB-SoxYZ complexes (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). Mass spectrometry of the purified cross-linked product before and after incubation with the reductant DTT confirmed the expected disulfide linkage between SoxYZ and SoxB.
Structure of the Disufide-Linked SoxB-SoxYZ Complex. The crosslinked SoxB-SoxYZ complex was crystallized at pH 8.3, and the structure was solved to a resolution of 3.3 Å (Fig. 5A and SI Appendix, Table S1 ) by using the high-resolution structures of the isolated components to define the complex and constrain the geometry during refinement. All four SoxB subunits in the asymmetric unit were well ordered and displayed interpretable electron density. By contrast, the SoxY and SoxZ subunits exhibited high B factors and more ambiguous electron density in all but one copy of the complex (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 and Table S1 ). Nevertheless, all copies of the complex showed the same overall arrangement of the components. The same orientation of SoxB relative to SoxYZ was also observed for the four copies of the complex in a 4.1-Å resolution structure obtained in a different space group (P12 1 1) from crystals grown at pH 6.5. The structure of the most highly ordered copy of the SoxB-SoxYZ complex is used in the structural interpretation below, and the quality of the electron density for this structure is shown in SI Appendix, Figs. S5-S8.
The interface between SoxYZ and SoxB buries a surface area of 1,220 Å 2 including the carrier arm (Fig. 5B) . The relatively small size of this interface is consistent with the low stability of the complex (23) . The binding interface shows two main sites of interaction (Fig. 5B) . One site involves the area around the active site channel of SoxB. This site we term the "Y-patch." It covers 81% of the total interface area including the active site channel (990 Å 2 ). The other area, which we term the "Z-patch," involves contacts between a SoxB surface loop and the face of a β-sheet in SoxZ. The Z-patch covers the remaining 19% of the interface area (234 Å 2 ). These interaction surfaces contain most of the conserved surface residues of both proteins (Fig. 5C ). The presence of multiple independent interaction patches is a common theme in protein-protein interactions (24) .
SoxZ contains a large polypeptide loop (the Z-loop) that was previously predicted to be involved in interactions with SoxYZ partner proteins (9) . However, in the SoxB-SoxYZ complex structure, the Z-loop is positioned well away from SoxB and does not participate in interprotein contacts (Fig. 5A) . Consistent with the interaction surfaces seen in crystallo, deletion of the Z-loop did not reduce the affinity of SoxYZ for SoxB in solution (Table  1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S9A ).
Interactions Between SoxZ and SoxB. The Z-patch on SoxZ is formed from the outward-facing side chains of strands β1, β2, and β5. A hydrophobic pocket is formed by Ile6, Val25, and Leu74 (Fig. 6A) . Two arginine residues, SoxZ Arg8 and SoxY Arg117, are positioned at the edge of the pocket, and the nonpolar portion of their side chains contribute to the hydrophobicity of the pocket. The interacting surface on SoxB is formed from a surface loop with the sequence 202 DDLFGD 207 . This loop creates a hydrophobic bulge surrounded by negatively charged residues that is complementary to the structure of the Z-patch on SoxZ. The nonpolar SoxB residues Leu204 and Phe205 insert into the hydrophobic pocket of the SoxZ Z-patch, whereas the side chains of SoxB Asp207 and SoxZ Arg8 are positioned close enough to form a salt bridge at the center of the Z-patch (Fig.  6A) . It is conceivable that the other charged residues at the interface could form alternative salt bridges if there is some plasticity in the SoxB-SoxYZ interaction or could provide long range electrostatic interactions to aid docking as the interacting sites have opposite charges (Fig. 6B) . The importance of long-range electrostatic interactions in protein complex formation is wellestablished (26) . The salt bridge and the presence of an aromatic residue at position 205 in SoxB are conserved in the SoxB and SoxZ proteins from the distantly related model organism P. pantotrophus, as expected if these interactions are of biological relevance (Fig. 6C) . Additionally, the basic electrostatic poten- tial of the Z-patch is conserved in the structure of SoxYZ from P. pantotrophus (Fig. 6B) .
It was important to establish whether the structure of the artificially cross-linked SoxB-SoxYZ complex seen in the crystals resembles the structure of the native SoxB-SoxYZ complex found in solution. We therefore designed SoxB variants that would disrupt the Z-patch interface seen in the crystallographic complex and then assessed their interaction with SoxYZ by ITC. Correct folding of the SoxB variants was verified by measuring their trithionate hydrolase activity (Table 1) . Either a Phe205 to Ser substitution, which removes the hydrophobic "knob" from the Z-patch interaction, or an Asp207 to arginine substitution, which introduces electrostatic repulsion across the Z-patch interface, abolished binding to SoxY C151S Z (Table 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S9 C  and E) . Thus, single amino acid substitutions targeting the Z-patch interaction seen in the crystal structure also affect SoxYZ-SoxB interactions in solution, implying that the Z-patch is involved in native complex formation. The SoxB Phe205Ser substitution also prevented interaction with SoxY(Ac)Z (Table 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S9D ), indicating that SoxYZ binds via the Z-patch irrespective of the species conjugated to the carrier arm.
Interaction Between SoxY and the SoxB Substrate Channel. The structure of T. thermophilus SoxYZ in the SoxB-SoxYZ complex can be compared with that of the isolated SoxYZ complex previously crystallized from P. pantotrophus (Fig. 7A) . The only significant structural change in the SoxYZ protein on complex formation is that the carrier arm moves from a pocket formed between SoxY and SoxZ to the active site channel of SoxB (Fig. 7B) . The C-terminal carboxylate of the SoxY polypeptide lies at the end of the carrier arm and bidently coordinates the active site manganese ions in a similar way to the sulfonate group of the substrate analog thiosulfate in the structure of the thiosulfate-SoxB complex determined earlier (16) . The SoxB active site channel is relatively wide compared with the thickness of the SoxY carrier arm, which runs along one side of the channel (Fig. 7B) . The conformational change undergone by the SoxYZ carrier arm on complex formation with SoxB is reminiscent of the "switchblade" mechanism used by acyl carrier proteins in which the nonpolar substrate molecule bound to the phosphopantetheine arm is protected within a hydrophobic pocket on the side of the carrier protein, but swung fully out of the pocket to insert into the partner enzyme on complex formation (6) .
The SoxB channel accommodates the C-terminal 147 TVGGCG-COOH portion of the SoxY carrier arm. SoxY residues Arg145, Ser143, and the loop comprising residues 66 AIAES 70 contact the surface of SoxB around the mouth of the active site channel (Fig.  7C) . Residues Ala66 and Ile67 rest in a pocket formed by SoxB residues Tyr232, Val235, Asn463, Tyr471, and Gln473, together with SoxY Thr147 (Fig. 7C) . Apart from this pocket, and the manganese coordination, the interaction surface between SoxY and SoxB is formed by a sparse hydrogen bonding network involving six direct interactions (Fig. 7C) . Additional hydrogen bonding interactions are probably mediated by waters not seen at this resolution. Removing the C-terminal carrier arm from SoxY increased the K D of the SoxB-SoxYZ interaction 50-fold (Table 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S9B ), confirming that carrier arm contacts are important for the association of SoxYZ with SoxB.
Conformational Changes in the SoxB Mobile Loop. Our earlier structures (16) showed that binding of the substrate analog thiosulfate to SoxB is associated with a widening of the active site channel through movement of a loop (residues 463-478) containing the highly conserved motif 472 QQGGD 476 (Fig. 8A ). This conformational change is mediated through residue Asp476 in the mobile loop. In the unliganded SoxB structure, the mobile loop is anchored close to the active site by a salt bridge between Asp476 and the catalytically important residue Arg416 (Fig. 8B,  magenta) . However, in the thiosulfate complex, Arg416 coordinates the sulfonate part of thiosulfate in preference to Asp476, which, in turn, now forms a salt bridge with Arg385 (Fig. 8B,  cyan) . This switch in Asp476 bonding interactions causes the mobile loop to move away from the active site.
The SoxB-SoxYZ complex also shows a change in the conformation of the mobile loop relative to unliganded SoxB (Fig.  8A) . However, this movement is small and in a different direction to the displacement induced by thiosulfate binding. The structural change induced by SoxYZ appears to be driven by the need to alleviate a number of steric clashes, which would otherwise exist between SoxY and the SoxB mobile loop at the Y patch interface, namely those between SoxY Ile67 and SoxB Gln473, between SoxY Ala66 and SoxB Tyr471, and between SoxY Arg145 and SoxB Asn463 (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 ). Further into the SoxB tunnel, this displacement of the mobile loop leads to Asp476 pairing with Arg385, as in the SoxB-thiosulfate complex, rather than sequestering the catalytic residue Arg416, as occurs in the unliganded enzyme (Fig. 8B) . The consequence of this structural rearrangement is that Arg416 is made available to ligate the sulfonate moiety of the substrate.
Elucidation of the structural changes in SoxB induced by SoxYZ docking allows us to propose a molecular explanation for the observation that the substrate-conjugated form of SoxYZ is released from SoxB more slowly than the substrate-free form (Fig. 4E) . We suggest that the presence of the substrate group stabilizes the displaced conformer of the SoxB mobile loop by providing SoxB Arg416 with a binding partner to replace the Asp476 interaction present in the resting state. Because mobile loop displacement minimizes the steric clashes between SoxB and SoxYZ, the substrate stabilization of the displaced conformer would be expected to lead to a reduction in the rate of SoxB-SoxYZ complex dissociation.
Basis for the Selective Binding of Sulfonate to the Active Site Manganese
Ions. The previously determined structure of SoxB in complex with the substrate analog thiosulfate suggests the sulfonate group of the substrate molecule must coordinate the SoxB active site manganese ions for catalysis to occur (16) . However, the C-terminal carboxylate of the SoxY carrier arm is also present in the active site channel and will compete with the sulfonate group for binding to the metal ions. Indeed, active site coordination by the C-terminal carboxylate is seen in the SoxB-SoxYZ complex structure (Fig. 7 B and C) . To gain insight into how SoxB is able to resolve this competition in favor of sulfonate ligation, we used the disulfide-linked SoxBSoxYZ structure to produce models of the physiological thiosulfonated complex with the manganese ions ligated either by the thiosulfonate group or the C-terminal carboxylate (Fig. 9) .
Comparison of the two models shows that the different binding configurations place chemical groups of different character in contact with a ring of aromatic and nonpolar residues which provide access to the manganese ions. When the SoxY C-terminal carboxylate co-ordinates the metal ions, the C-terminal SoxY Cys-Gly peptide is within the aromatic ring and participates in hydrogen-bonding interactions with the ring residues (Fig. 9A) . However, in the substrate complex model, it is the hydrophobic side chain of cysteine-S-thiosulfonate that is within the aromatic ring and the interactions are now nonpolar in nature (Fig. 9B) . These different modes of interaction of the carrier arm with the SoxB aromatic ring provide a plausible mechanism for the change from net enthalpic to net entropic association between SoxB with SoxYZ observed following substrate conjugation to the SoxY carrier arm (Fig. 4 A and B and Table 1 ). This is because the hydrogen bonding interactions seen with the C-terminal carboxylate interaction are enthalpically driven, whereas the nonpolar interactions seen with the cysteine-Sthiosulfonate side chain are entropically driven.
In our structural models, the S-thiosulfonate group and C-terminal carboxylate both use two terminal oxygen atoms to provide bidentate coordination to the manganese ions (Fig. 9) . However, the S-thiosulfonate has an additional terminal oxygen atom, which forms bonding interactions with SoxB Arg416 (Fig.  9B) . To investigate whether this modeled interaction plays a role in selective binding of the S-thiosulfonate group by the active site, we investigated the effect of substituting SoxB Arg416 with Gly on the thermodynamics of the interaction between SoxB and S-thiosulfonated SoxYZ. The mode of association changed from entropic to enthalpic (Table 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S11 ). Given the correlation between binding mode and thermodynamics outlined above, this change in thermodynamic parameters indicates that the carrier arm no longer ligates the active site through the thiosulfonate group but instead binds the metal ions by the C-terminal carboxylate. Thus, Arg416 is critical for correct positioning of the substrate group at the active site.
Discussion
Intermediates in the Sox protein transport system are conjugated to a Cys residue on the flexible C-terminal arm of the SoxYZ carrier protein and undergo reactions in the buried active sites of multiple partner proteins (Fig. 1) . Using the SoxB-SoxYZ pair as our model we have, for the first time to our knowledge, been able to demonstrate binding interactions between the SoxYZ carrier protein and a partner enzyme. The measured low micromolar binding affinity between these proteins is appropriate for partners that have to engage in specific, but reversible, interactions and where the concentrations of the interacting proteins are likely to be of this order in the cell. It is highly likely that SoxYZ engages in equivalent binding interactions with the other enzymes of the Sox system.
Our work addresses three key questions about the way the SoxYZ protein interacts with its partners. First, how does a single carrier protein specifically interact with multiple different enzymes? Second, how do the partner enzymes distinguish substrate-bearing carriers from those conjugated to other species? Third, how does SoxB discriminate between the substrate sulfonate group and the carrier arm carboxyl terminus?
Our SoxB-SoxYZ complex structure shows that SoxYZ and SoxB interact through multiple specific contact points on the surface of each molecule (Fig. 5) . One set of interactions occur where the SoxY carrier arm enters the SoxB active site tunnel. At this contact point, a SoxY surface loop adjacent to the carrier arm inserts into a pocket on SoxB. SoxB engages in sparse hy- drogen bonding interactions with this loop, with the base of the carrier arm, and with the carrier arm itself within the active site tunnel (Fig. 7C ). These carrier arm-associated interactions are supplemented by a second point of contact located away from the SoxB active site, which involves insertion of a SoxB surface loop into a depression on the surface of SoxZ (Fig. 6 ). This Z-patch contact is stabilized by matched hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions between the two interacting protein surfaces. Protein engineering experiments validate the interactions seen in the crystal structure by confirming that the association of SoxYZ with SoxB in solution requires both the Z-patch and SoxY carrier arm contacts (Table 1) , but does not involve the Z-loop previously suggested to be the contact site (9) . Proteins that engage in promiscuous interactions commonly recognize a partner protein using a surface binding site that is well-separated from the site of functional interaction (sometimes termed "dual recognition") (27, 28) . Distributing the binding interaction either partly or wholly to a distal site reduces the number of specific interactions that the functional domain needs to make with the partner protein. In this way, the interaction of the functional domain with multiple, structurally distinct, partners is facilitated. In the case of SoxYZ, the Z-patch interaction with SoxB permits the SoxY carrier arm to have only limited bonding interactions with the SoxB active site tunnel (Fig. 7C) , which, in combination with the inherent flexibility of the carrier arm, would allow the carrier arm to be accommodated within active sites of different structure. A paucity of carrier arm interactions with the partner enzyme active site has also been observed for phosphopantetheine-containing carrier proteins, suggesting that this strategy is a general feature of carrier protein interactions (6, (29) (30) (31) .
In summary, our structural data show that SoxB has been adapted for interaction with SoxYZ by the straightforward alteration of a surface loop to provide the Z-patch interaction. Such a limited structural change could evolve without affecting the protein fold or catalytic site of the progenitor enzyme.
Are other SoxYZ-partner complexes stabilized in the same way as the SoxB-SoxYZ complex? This question cannot be definitively answered without determining the structure of each complex. It is, nevertheless, striking that the SoxB contact regions on SoxYZ correspond almost exactly to the regions of highest surface sequence conservation (Fig. 5 B and C) . This correspondence suggests that other partners interact with the same parts of SoxYZ that SoxB does. Inspection of the surfaces of the partner enzymes SoxAX and SoxCD shows that there is high sequence conservation around the mouths of the active site channels as expected if these enzymes, like SoxB, interact with the base of the SoxY carrier arm (SI Appendix, Fig. S12 ). In each case, there is also a highly conserved surface patch located at a similar distance from the active site channel as the Z-patch is in SoxB. These patches resemble the SoxB Z-patch in being formed by protruding loops bearing a surface-exposed aromatic side chain surrounded by negatively charged amino acids. Thus, surface features resembling those used by SoxB to contact SoxYZ are present in other SoxYZ partner enzymes, and it is plausible that SoxYZ interacts with all its partners by broadly the same mechanisms characterized here for the SoxB-SoxYZ interaction.
It has not previously been possible to exclude the possibility that the components of the Sox pathway form a permanent supercomplex in vivo that is disrupted by purification. The structure of the SoxYZ-SoxB complex precludes this possibility because the structure shows that SoxYZ would need to dissociate from SoxB to allow the carrier arm to access another enzyme active site.
For the Sox pathway to operate efficiently, it is important that the enzyme partners of SoxYZ are able to selectively interact with SoxYZ carrying the substrate form of the relevant pathway intermediate. The Y-patch and Z-patch interactions just discussed would not be affected by the species conjugated to the SoxYZ carrier arm, and so an additional mechanism is required to enable SoxB to preferentially interact with the substrate form of the carrier protein. Our data strongly suggest that this selectivity is kinetically determined because we find that the apparent dissociation rate constant for the substrate form of SoxYZ is an order of magnitude lower than that of substrate-free SoxYZ (Fig. 4 E and  F) . Because dissociation is a unimolecular reaction, this difference in rates will be maintained independent of variation of protein concentration or macromolecular crowding effects. Our structural data suggests that the observed differences in dissociation kinetics can be explained by the operation of an induced fit mechanism at the SoxB active site. In the resting SoxB enzyme, the catalytically essential residue Arg416 is sequestered through ion pairing to a mobile loop that lies above the active site. Upon SoxYZ binding to SoxB, the mobile loop is displaced as a consequence of steric clashes with the incoming carrier protein (Fig. 8A and SI Appendix, Fig. S10 ). This change in mobile loop conformation results in the release of the Arg416 side chain, which is then able to bind the sulfonate group of the substrate. Interaction with the substrate group discourages Arg416 from reforming the ion pair with the mobile loop. This interaction has the effect of shifting the loop conformer equilibrium further toward the displaced state (Fig. 8B) . Thus, the mobile loop cooperatively couples SoxYZ binding at the surface of SoxB to substrate binding at the active site. Following catalysis, the substrate group is lost and so no longer contributes to stabilizing (through interaction with Arg416) the displaced conformer of the mobile loop. Because it is the displaced loop conformer that minimizes steric clashes with SoxY, disfavoring this conformer has the effect of accelerating the rate at which the SoxB-SoxYZ complex dissociates. This model provides a molecular explanation for why the substrate form of the SoxYZ carrier protein leaves SoxB more slowly than the substrate-free form.
From the point of view of enzyme specificity, our model implies that only the substrate form of SoxYZ stabilizes the catalytically relevant conformer of the SoxYZ-SoxB complex and so only this form of the carrier protein is kinetically partitioned into the catalytically productive forward reaction path rather than reversing the initial association event (32) . By similar logic, the destabilization of the catalytic conformer that occurs following product formation can be viewed as promoting product release relative to reversal of the catalytic reaction.
The conformational changes associated with substrate binding may also assist in preventing competitive inhibition of SoxB by the substrate analog thiosulfate, a molecule that will always be present during the operation of the Sox pathway. The crystal structure of SoxB in complex with thiosulfate shows that thiosulfate binding, like binding of the substrate form of SoxYZ, involves displacement of the mobile loop (Fig. 8) (16) . However, whereas for the physiological substrate this conformational change is aided by a steric clash with the SoxY carrier arm (above), similar assistance is not available during thiosulfate binding. Thus, the necessity for conformational change at the active site on ligand binding presents a significantly greater energetic barrier to the binding of thiosulfate than it does to the binding of carrier arm-conjugated S-thiosulfonate.
The final selectivity issue that must be overcome in order for SoxB to efficiently interact with SoxYZ during catalysis is that the enzyme must ensure that the catalytic metal ions bind the substrate sulfonate group in preference to the adjacent carrier arm C-terminal carboxylate group. Our structural, modeling, and biophysical data suggest two mechanisms by which this competition is resolved in favor of the substrate group. First, the extra oxygen atom found in the sulfonate group forms an ion pair with Arg416 and so increases the binding strength of the sulfonate group over the carboxylate moiety. Second, it is more energetically favorable to place the relatively nonpolar cysteine-S-thiosulfonate side chain of the substrate group in the hydrophobic environment above the active site metal ions than it is to move the more polar carboxyl terminus of the carrier arm to this position.
Materials and Methods
Genetic Constructs and Protein Production. Plasmid construction, mutagenesis, protein expression and purification, as well as modeling the native SoxBSoxYZ complex are described in SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods.
was generated by reacting SoxYZ with potassium tetrathionate (Fluka) as described (16) . The S-carboxymethyl and S-carboxyamidomethyl derivatives of SoxYZ ["SoxY(Ac)Z" and "SoxY(Am)Z"] were generated by reaction with, respectively, iodoacetate or iodoacetamide (both Sigma-Aldrich) using a published protocol (33) . Following derivatization, small molecules were removed from SoxYZ by size-exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 75 10/300 column (GE Healthcare). The disulfide-linked SoxB-SoxYZ complex was produced by incubating 50 μM SoxB(W175C) with 50 μM SoxY(SSO 3 − )Z in ITC buffer for 1 h at 70°C. Precipitate was removed by centrifugation at 16,000 × g, and the complex was purified by loading on a 1-mL histrap HP column (GE Healthcare) and eluting with a 10 column volume gradient from 25 to 210 mM imidazole in ITC buffer. The complex was further purified by size-exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 200 10/300 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in 30 mM Tris·HCl pH 8.0. For crystallization trials, the purified sample was diluted to achieve a final buffer concentration of 10 mM Tris·HCl pH 8.0, and the protein complex then concentrated with a Millipore Amicon Ultra 2-mL 10K spin concentrator.
Electrospray-ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) was used to confirm that SoxYZ samples had been correctly and quantitatively derivatized, and to confirm successful formation of the disulfide-linked SoxB-SoxYZ complex.
Analysis of Trithionate Hydrolysis. Sodium trithionate was synthesized by reacting sodium thiosulfate with hydrogen peroxide (34) . Trithionate hydrolysis assays were carried out at 70°C and contained 1.3 mM trithionate, 10 mM Hepes-NaOH pH 6.8, 1 mM MnCl 2 . Activities were corrected for the rate of nonenzymatic hydrolysis. Trithionate and thiosulfate concentrations were quantified by cyanolysis using sodium thiosulfate standards of known concentration (34) . Sulfate concentrations were determined by using the barium sulfate assay calibrated with sodium sulfate standards of known concentration (35) . Michaelis-Menten parameters were determined by using 0.5 μM SoxB. Initial velocities were estimated from the thiosulfate concentration after 10 min. K M and k cat were calculated by nonlinear curve-fitting to the standard Michaelis-Menten equation using OriginPro 8.5.1 (OriginLab). The activities of SoxB variants were assessed as sulfate production from 5 mM sodium trithionate in 10 min.
Biophysical Techniques. ITC, SPR, ESI-MS, and SEC-MALLS were all performed by using standard procedures, which are described in detail in SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods. The methods used to fit the SPR dissociation curves are described in the caption of SI Appendix, Fig. S2 .
Protein Crystallization, X-Ray Data Collection, Structure Solution, and Refinement. Crystals of the disulfide-linked SoxB-SoxYZ complex were obtained by the vapor-diffusion method using 0.55-μL sitting drops containing 70% protein solution (93 μM) and 30% mother liquor [0.1 M Tris·HCl, 0.2 M (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 , 8.55% (wt/vol) PEG 8000, pH 8.3]. Drops were incubated at 20°C and equilibrated against 120 μL of mother liquor.
Crystals were cryoprotected in 30% ethylene glycol and 70% mother liquor and flash cooled in liquid nitrogen. Multiple crystals diffracted to ∼4.5 Å, but a single crystal diffracted to better than 4 Å. Diffraction data were collected at 100K to 3.28 Å on the i04 beamline at the Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, England. Automatic data processing was carried out with the Xia2 package (36) . The limited resolution and high Wilson B Factor (83 Å 2 ) of the diffraction data suggest that inherent mobility of the molecules within the crystal lattice limit order. Molecular replacement used Phaser (37) to sequentially find search models derived from T. thermophilus SoxB (PDB ID code 2WDF), T. thermophilus SoxZ (PDB ID code 1V8H), and P. pantotrophus SoxY (PDB ID code 2OX5). The SoxY carrier arm was omitted from the molecular replacement model, but difference density for the arm could be clearly seen within the SoxB active site following placement of the remaining protein components.
Cycles of refinement and rebuilding were carried out by using the computer graphics program Coot (38) and the autoBUSTER (Global Phasing) refinement package, with noncrystallographic symmetry restraints and targeting of the structure to the previously determined, high resolution, structures of the individual components of the complex (39) to help condition the refinement. Although characterized by different thermal mobilities (see the by-chain average B factors in SI Appendix, Table S1 and residue-byresidue B factors in SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ), there are no significant structural rearrangements between the crystallographically independent copies of each protein chain (average rmsd Cα between equivalent chains 0.5 ± 0.2 Å; residue-by-residue rmsd analysis in SI Appendix, Fig. S13 ) although the high mobility means that the models for SoxZ are not complete in the more poorly ordered copies. Although at this resolution side chains in the mobile regions of the proteins are poorly defined, side chains at the protein-protein interfaces important for this study are resolved. Close inspection of the seven Ramachandran outliers revealed that four outliers were the independent copies of SoxB residue 174 that coordinates a Mn
2+
. This residue is also a Ramachandran outlier in the high resolution structure of SoxB deposited as PDB ID code 2WDF. The other three outliers likely reflect errors in the model and are outliers in a single copy of each chain. rmsds to the models used for molecular replacement are 0.3 ± 0.0 Å to 2WDF (SoxB), 1.5 ± 0.3 Å to 1V8H (SoxZ), and 1.9 ± 0.5 Å to 2OX5 (SoxY). The structure and diffraction data have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID code 4UWQ). Structural figures were produced by using the PyMol Molecular Graphics System, version 1.3 (Schrödinger).
